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IntroductionIntroduction

We welcome you to a distinctive and impact filled experience. This report and the discussion of your findings with a

certified Lions Lead Leadership Advisor will provide you with powerful insights. Our processes will illuminate how you

think, react and make choices so that you can be more intentional and purposeful. We accomplish this, in part, with how

we approach the evaluation process. We call it CABCAB.

CompetenciesCompetencies are a specific group of interacting attributes and skills

required to be proficient.

For example, if one is considered competent, they are accomplished in

several specific skills.

AttributesAttributes are concisely stated concepts or qualities measured by

behaviors that describe a person. For example, if someone possesses

high Self-Awareness, they likely know, discern and lead themselves

well.

BehaviorsBehaviors are specific, measurable actions and reactions of how we

conduct ourselves. For example, a behavior of the attribute, Managing

Emotions is Recognizing EmotionsRecognizing Emotions.

All LionsLead products are comprised of specific, applicable competencies, represented by multiple attributes from

uniquely focused instruments (e.g. Leadership Traits, Emotional Intelligence, and Critical Thinking) and measured by

respective, associated behaviors.

To provide you with robust, revealing insights to foster the internalization of your findings, we apply our pathway to

transformation we call the 5T Process5T Process.

• Translate -Translate - We translatetranslate content focused competencies into recognizable attributes measured by a series of

behaviors. Personality and 360 feedback instruments are helpful, but often miss the mark of critical behaviors

that shape performance.

• Truth-Telling -Truth-Telling - Our clients report that the discussion of their findings pinpoints insights that are like truth-tellingtruth-telling

heat seeking missiles. The value of the findings debrief is its ability to generate powerful, life-changing

conversations initiated and stimulated by the client.

• Trust -Trust - We know that earning trusttrust precedes transformation. It is a sacred exchange that we prize and know we

have to earn and deserve. We accomplish this by being competent, trustworthy, safe, and focused toward those

we serve.

• Testify -Testify - Because of the truth-telling, clients testifytestify that the findings are accurate, equip them to know what to do

to improve and are motivated to change.

• Timely -Timely - Clients also reveal that not only are the findings accurate, but they supply such timelytimely insights that

years of observation and training do not provide. Knowing if people fit, can work together and possess the

capabilities and capacity for the future in such a short time frame is timeless.

We are grateful for the opportunity to serve you on your adventure toward excellence.

Journey with grace, humility, courage, and wisdom,

LionsLeadLionsLead and its AdvisorsAdvisors
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Self LeadershipSelf Leadership

2 Self-AwarenessSelf-Awareness Top Challenge

5 Manages EmotionsManages Emotions

7 CoachableCoachable Top Strength

6 DisciplinedDisciplined

8 ApprehensionApprehension

Competitive EdgeCompetitive Edge

4 PassionPassion Top Challenge

3 PerseverancePerseverance Top Challenge

6 Mental ToughnessMental Toughness

5 Personal SacrificePersonal Sacrifice

8 CompetitivenessCompetitiveness Top Strength

Team FocusTeam Focus

7 Team PlayerTeam Player

5 Builds TrustBuilds Trust

5 LoyalLoyal

4 Builds RelationshipsBuilds Relationships

7 DependableDependable

ComposureComposure

7 ReasoningReasoning Top Strength

7 Analytical ThinkingAnalytical Thinking

7 AggressionAggression

5 ResilientResilient

5 TensionTension

CandidnessCandidness

6 CandidnessCandidness
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Self LeadershipSelf Leadership

Self-LeadershpSelf-Leadershp – Measures the competence and skills required for athletes to truly know and lead themselves as a

foundation for being effective in their performance and building team relationships. High performing athletes diligently

sharpen their emotional intelligence to know and integrate their values and beliefs as a compass to help them monitor

and manage their emotions. They practice integrity, are persistent and are continuously open to learning new ways to be

effective. The following attributes individually and collectively frame effective patterns that set extraordinary athletes apart

from the rest.

Self LeadershipSelf Leadership

AttributeAttribute Quadrant AQuadrant A Quadrant BQuadrant B Quadrant CQuadrant C Quadrant DQuadrant D

Self-AwarenessSelf-Awareness

Manages EmotionsManages Emotions

CoachableCoachable

DisciplinedDisciplined

ApprehensionApprehension
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Self LeadershipSelf Leadership

Attribute: Self-Awareness (PlayRight) - Top ChallengeAttribute: Self-Awareness (PlayRight) - Top Challenge

What is it?What is it?
Ability to understand one’s values, goals and beliefs. Can be candid and authentic, able to

speak honestly about one’s emotions or with conviction about their vision.

Why is it important?Why is it important?

An accurate knowledge and understanding of YOURSELF as an athlete is the most

fundamental cornerstone of self-leadership without which almost all other attributes are

negated.

Desired Behaviors:Desired Behaviors:

▢ Accurately discerns personal abilities and competencies

▢ Understands what affects their performance

▢ Knows their values, goals and beliefs and uses them effectively to guide their decisions

and actions

▢ Takes time to reflect on important issues quietly and alone

▢ Mediates between self-criticism and hopefulness

Behaviors to Avoid:Behaviors to Avoid:

▢ Is uncertain or doubts their personal abilities and competencies

▢ Lacks clarity on what affects their performance

▢ Neglects their values and goals in making decisions

▢ Misunderstands their effect on others

▢ Struggles with self-criticism and negative attitudes

Your Result:Your Result:

22

Athletes who score at this level for self-awareness talk about themselves as having a difficult

time feeling understood by others and making good connections with people. They often

have little self-confidence. They think about situations critically or negatively. Ask yourself

how well you understand people and situations. Also, ask yourself how well you discern your

effect on other people.

Your Reflections:Your Reflections:

Recommendations:Recommendations:

Imagine Self-Awareness as a cockpit in an airliner. Everything the pilots need to know inside

and outside the aircraft is on the instrument panels. The cockpit has hundreds of buttons,

switches, levers, and screens to show the pilots what is going on and what to do. Similarly,

Self-Awareness measures how well one knows and lives by their values, goals, and beliefs.

Secondly, it weighs how much one knows and studies themselves. Third, it measures how

well they discern others and situations around them. And, fourth, reveals how well one steps

outside of themselves and reads how they are coming across to others. Use your findings to

discern how effective you are in these four dimensions and make corrective decisions to

strengthen your Self-Awareness.
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Self LeadershipSelf Leadership

Attribute: Manages Emotions (PlayRight)Attribute: Manages Emotions (PlayRight)

What is it?What is it? Ability to recognize, understand and manage moods, attitudes, reactions and emotions.

Why is it important?Why is it important?

Thoughtfully choosing how to show up in every circumstance is critical to an athlete's overall

effectiveness. Exceptional athletes who manage their emotions are stable, predictable, and

trusted. Athletes who mismanage their emotions sabotage themselves. Without self-

awareness and self-management most other personal and athletic attributes are negated.

Desired Behaviors:Desired Behaviors:

▢ Recognizes their moods/emotions and effect on their behavior

▢ Balances positive emotions and controls disruptive reactions

▢ Exposes personal irritations to themselves and selects appropriate responses

▢ Juggles private and public pressures and challenges

▢ Thinks clearly and stays composed under pressure

Behaviors to Avoid:Behaviors to Avoid:

▢ Misunderstands their moods/emotions and effects their behavior has on others

▢ Lets their emotions show and creates disruptive reactions

▢ Freely expresses their irritations and frustrations

▢ Allows personal challenges to spill over into interaction with others

▢ Overreacts under stress and pressure

Your Result:Your Result:

55

Athletes with your score can misread their own reactions and the emotions of others. Your

score tells us there are times when stress and pressure may overwhelm you. This shows in

how you manage your emotions.

Your Reflections:Your Reflections:

Recommendations:Recommendations:

Consistently review how your emotions are formed and how quickly and accurately you

recognize and manage them. Consider a recent situation where you wished you would have

managed your emotions better. Search for any truths you need to consider. Learn self-

management behaviors you may need to display.
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Self LeadershipSelf Leadership

Attribute: Coachable (PlayRight) - Top StrengthAttribute: Coachable (PlayRight) - Top Strength

What is it?What is it?
Self-motivated for personal and professional development, learns from mistakes and desires

mentoring and coaching to improve.

Why is it important?Why is it important?

Athletes who learn from their mistakes and invite constructive feedback from all sources

deepen their leadership influence, athletic performance and serve as a transparent example

for athletes and non-athletes to follow.

Desired Behaviors:Desired Behaviors:

▢ Experiments with new ideas, concepts and creative solutions

▢ Quickly learns from mistakes and does not replicate them

▢ Appreciates and invites constructive feedback

▢Wants to be challenged to be better

▢ Assumes ownership for their personal and athletic development

Behaviors to Avoid:Behaviors to Avoid:

▢ Lacks enthusiasm for experimenting with new ways to increase athletic performance

▢ Repeats mistakes

▢ Resists or deflects constructive feedback

▢ Is satisfied with the status quo and defers discussions to improve

▢ Believes their coaches are responsible for their development

Your Result:Your Result:

77

Thriving athletes who score in this range are good at finding opportunities for self-

development. They learn from their mistakes and reach their individual potential. They

understand and pay attention to their strengths and weaknesses. They ask for feedback from

others and set specific learning goals for themselves. Athletes with these scores enjoy

learning new ways of doing things and seek experiences that test their abilities.

Your Reflections:Your Reflections:

Recommendations:Recommendations:

Reexamine a recent important decision that delivered disappointing results. Review your

approach, the nature of discussions and how the decision was made. Search for any truths

about yourself that you need to consider. Make note of the behaviors you need to strengthen

to increase your ability to use complete critical thinking.
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Self LeadershipSelf Leadership

Attribute: Disciplined (PlayRight)Attribute: Disciplined (PlayRight)

What is it?What is it?
Motivated to exceptional personal performance and determined to get to the top of their

sport.

Why is it important?Why is it important?

Discipline comes from within. It starts with knowing your passions, principles, and purpose.

Once established, self-discipline is the process athletes apply to become the champions they

want to be and to do things they envision. They also use self-discipline to prioritize their time,

energy and resources to accomplish their goals.

Desired Behaviors:Desired Behaviors:

▢ Possesses an inner drive to achieve exceptional athletic performance

▢ Removes people or processes that interfere with reaching their athletic goals

▢ Tirelessly pursues their goals when others want to move on to something else

▢ Determined to remove attitudes or work habits that get in the way of their performance

▢ Believes in and practice personal disciplines

Behaviors to Avoid:Behaviors to Avoid:

▢ Needs encouragement and challenges to reach acceptable performance

▢ Avoids difficult and challenging situations

▢ Lacks initiative or determination to remove attitudes or work habits that impair

performance

▢ Decreases their energy and drive when setbacks or criticism occur

▢ Believes that personal discipline can be overrated

Your Result:Your Result:

66

Many athletes in this range maintain an inner drive to achieve exceptional goals. They

believe in and practice personal disciplines. Others choose to pursue their goals when others

want to move on to something else. Some translate their purpose into a plan and use it to

budget their time and energy. They observe their attitudes to make sure nothing interferes

with their progress.

Your Reflections:Your Reflections:

Recommendations:Recommendations:

Critique your complaints about not having the time to get everything done. Do you have a

clear view of your passions, principles, and purpose? How do they shape and govern the

time and energy you apply to the things you do? Revisit your clarity on what your real

purpose and focus are. Review your findings and the behaviors described above and

determine a plan to focus your time and work.
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Self LeadershipSelf Leadership

Attribute: Apprehension (PlayRight)Attribute: Apprehension (PlayRight)

What is it?What is it? Measures the amount of fretting, stewing, worrying and angst an athlete internalizes.

Why is it important?Why is it important?

Excessive stress and worry seriously disrupt an athlete's effectiveness. High performing

athletes possess the ability to see issues and challenges in perspective and not lose too

much sleep over things that they cannot control. Worrying consistently about what others

think or say is not productive and drains an athlete's physical and emotional energy.

Desired Behaviors:Desired Behaviors:

▢ Handles criticism and challenges without becoming defensive or protective

▢ Aware of what others are saying, but, in pursuit of the right decisions, make deliberate

choices to downplay their effect

▢ Focuses energy on achieving goals rather than being distracted by things they cannot

control, or slights from others

▢ Exercises transparency rather than defaults to being protective

▢ Refreshes and renews confidence in themselves

Behaviors to Avoid:Behaviors to Avoid:

▢ Depends on the approval of others

▢ Becomes protective whey they are criticized

▢ Frets and imagines what others think

▢Worries about what they are not achieving

▢ Has self doubts and over criticizes themselves

Your Result:Your Result:

88

Athletes who score in this range are often anxious and worried. They carry tension and

stress from situations and relationships. Your score tells us that you intensely pick up on and

feel the strain and tension of other people and issues around you. You hold yourself overly

responsible for these worries. Athletes who practice wisdom understand these tensions and

strains as you do. However, they learn how to manage their reactions to avoid being

overpowered by them.

Your Reflections:Your Reflections:

Recommendations:Recommendations:

Take some time to reflect on tendencies you may have for being overly concerned about

how others measure you or the need to control things over which you have no influence.

Observe and learn from people who effectively absorb stress and criticism. Search for any

truths you need to consider. Learn to strengthen your problem solving and coping skills.
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Competitive EdgeCompetitive Edge

Competitive EdgeCompetitive Edge – Extraordinary athletes are committed to developing and sustaining superior athletic performance.

When their desired performance is disappointing, they press on to recapture their edge. Exceptional athletes use their

competitiveness to encourage and exhort their teams to rise beyond what they can imagine. Competing at the highest

levels requires passion, perseverance, mental toughness and willingness to compete through pain. Review your findings

in the attributes below to discern your strengths and challenges in this important quadrant.

Competitive EdgeCompetitive Edge

AttributeAttribute Quadrant AQuadrant A Quadrant BQuadrant B Quadrant CQuadrant C Quadrant DQuadrant D

PassionPassion

PerseverancePerseverance

Mental ToughnessMental Toughness

Personal SacrificePersonal Sacrifice

CompetitivenessCompetitiveness
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Competitive EdgeCompetitive Edge

Attribute: Passion (PlayRight) - Top ChallengeAttribute: Passion (PlayRight) - Top Challenge

What is it?What is it?
A driving need to achieve, to accomplish big, bold ideas and goals and to make a legendary

difference.

Why is it important?Why is it important?

Without passion, mediocrity reigns. Passion is foundational for any big idea, movement or

visionary goal to be accomplished. When athletes display a heartfelt passion for a

meaningful purpose, others feel compelled to follow.

Desired Behaviors:Desired Behaviors:

▢ Ignores people and circumstances that could prevent them from accomplishing their

athletic goals

▢ Raises their competitive drive when challenges or setbacks occur

▢ Sets and tries to exceed audacious athletic goals

▢ Increases their mental focus and energy when criticized

▢ Never questions their ability to accomplish great athletic achievements

Behaviors to Avoid:Behaviors to Avoid:

▢ Lets people and circumstances prevent them from accomplishing their athletic goals

▢ Relaxes their competitive drive when challenges or setbacks occur

▢ Sets attainable goals rather than stretching for big athletic goals

▢ Loses mental focus and energy when they are criticized

▢ Questions their ability to accomplish great athletic achievements

Your Result:Your Result:

44

Your score indicates you occasionally spend energy to think about and develop a big vision

but wrestle with winning the respect of others. Similar athletes say they often lack a

consuming drive to accomplish something extraordinary. They reflect they are inconsistent in

their level of intentionality in achieving challenging goals. Additionally, they confess

challenges and setbacks frequently discourage their level of energy and persistence.

Your Reflections:Your Reflections:

Recommendations:Recommendations:

Review and renew your passion for what drives you. If you discover that you do not have a

personal vision that excites you, deepen your Self-Assessment and ensure clarity of your

purpose and values to find something that inspires you.
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Competitive EdgeCompetitive Edge

Attribute: Perseverance (PlayRight) - Top ChallengeAttribute: Perseverance (PlayRight) - Top Challenge

What is it?What is it? Committed, motivated and persistent in achieving extraordinary athletic performance.

Why is it important?Why is it important?

Complacency and mediocrity are contagious in a team's culture. Other athletes and team

leaders often take cues from their captains. Perseverance is the observable trait athletes

display that they will not give up. Their example inspires the tired and discouraged to rally

and achieve unimagined goals.

Desired Behaviors:Desired Behaviors:

▢ Sets and pursues demanding goals

▢ Always tries their best and never gives up

▢ Finds purpose and value in their personal vision

▢ Concentrates on outcomes despite setbacks

▢ Strategizes on ways to progress their athletic goals and dreams

Behaviors to Avoid:Behaviors to Avoid:

▢ Sets mediocre goals and deliver inconsistent results

▢ Gives effort to what interests them

▢ Accomplishes only some of the goals assigned to them

▢ Can be sidetracked by criticism and setbacks

▢ Is satisfied with their current level of responsibilities

Your Result:Your Result:

33

Athletes who score in this range don’t usually show behaviors of being highly motivated and

they have a hard time dealing with problems related to criticism. They rarely find a sense of

purpose in following a group’s vision and they seldom take advantage of chances to push for

excellence. Your score tells us you may not be used to setting personal goals or pushing to

be the best.

Your Reflections:Your Reflections:

Recommendations:Recommendations:

Pay attention to your level of personal drive. Are you achieving the highest levels of

performance? Search for any truths you need to think about and take corrective action to

increase your effectiveness.
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Competitive EdgeCompetitive Edge

Attribute: Mental Toughness (PlayRight)Attribute: Mental Toughness (PlayRight)

What is it?What is it?
The mindset of focusing on the primary goal and pushing aside any personal agendas,

setbacks or obstacles that obstruct achieving that goal.

Why is it important?Why is it important?

The competitive environment is demanding, rigorous and unrelenting. Every game decides

who wins and who loses. Mental toughness is often the decisive factor in victory. Athletes,

who build a reservoir of internal toughness by untold hours of physical and mental pain, look

deep in their soul to find the will to win when no one thinks they can.

Desired Behaviors:Desired Behaviors:

▢ Presses themselves for extra effort and exhorts their team to follow

▢ Mentally blocks out defeat when it looks like winning is impossible

▢ Never lets setbacks, injuries or criticism discourage them

▢ Increases their focus on winning in the midst of personal problems

▢ Pushes away pain and redirects their focus on winning the game

Behaviors to Avoid:Behaviors to Avoid:

▢ Considers their own performance rather than the team effort

▢ Mentally concedes defeat when it does not look like winning is possible

▢ Lets setbacks, injuries or criticism discourage them

▢ Loses focus on winning in the midst of personal problems

▢ Sometimes lets pain change their focus on winning the game

Your Result:Your Result:

66

High functioning athletes do not let personal problems diminish their focus during intense

competition. They mentally block out the option of defeat and step up their drive when

winning looks impossible. When injuries and pain come, they push it from their minds and

redirect their attention to winning the game. They seldom let setbacks, defeats, and criticism

discourage them. Your result indicates that share some of these behaviors.

Your Reflections:Your Reflections:

Recommendations:Recommendations:

Bring to memory a recent defeat. Examine the moment you gave in the looming loss. Press

yourself to determine if you could have dug deeper or rallied to pick yourself up and your

teammates one more time for victory. Use your analysis to develop a stronger will to win in

spite of pain, criticism or failure.
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Competitive EdgeCompetitive Edge

Attribute: Personal Sacrifice (PlayRight)Attribute: Personal Sacrifice (PlayRight)

What is it?What is it?
Measures the awareness and willingness of an athlete to risk injury and compete with pain

as part of being an extraordinary athlete.

Why is it important?Why is it important?

Pressing through pain or possible injury increases an athlete's character and often inspires

other athletes and coaches to go beyond their fatigue to win. An athlete's example of

personal sacrifice speaks so loudly that it silences critics and overcomes race, gender,

ethnicity, and beliefs. Reputation and legends emerge from selfless acts of personal

sacrifice.

Desired Behaviors:Desired Behaviors:

▢ Never lets pain discourage them from achieving the athletic performance they desire

▢ Ignores their injuries and presses into intense competition

▢ Is willing to risk injury in order to win

▢ Considers pain as a catalyst to ignite their competitive spirit

▢ Is mentally prepared to pay the price for pain as part of being an extraordinary athlete

Behaviors to Avoid:Behaviors to Avoid:

▢ Sometimes lets pain discourage them from achieving the athletic performance they desire

▢ Focuses on their injuries and shies away from intense competition

▢ Is unwilling to risk injury in order to win

▢ Lets the possibility of pain undermine their focus in competing

▢ Is mentally unprepared to pay the price for pain as part of being an extraordinary athlete

Your Result:Your Result:

55

Scoring in this range is becoming common. Athletes report that occasionally let the

possibility of pain undermine their focus during competition. They sometimes allow lingering

pain and soreness discourage them from achieving the athletic goals they had set for

themselves. Others say that they are unwilling to risk injury to win. Your score reveals that

some of these behaviors apply to your view of personal sacrifice during competition.

Your Reflections:Your Reflections:

Recommendations:Recommendations:

Review your pattern of holding back. Only you can answer this question honestly. Do you

give everything you have during every practice drill, every scrimmage, every game? Do you

intentionally expend and extend yourself so that you can increase your endurance, threshold

of pain and will to win? Reflect on your answers and find the will and way to become what

you can be.
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Competitive EdgeCompetitive Edge

Attribute: Competitiveness (PlayRight) - Top StrengthAttribute: Competitiveness (PlayRight) - Top Strength

What is it?What is it? Empowered by winning and is purposeful and dedicated to work hard to achieve goals.

Why is it important?Why is it important?

Extraordinary athletes set high standards and goals and work hard to succeed. Without a

strong desire to achieve excellence, athletes and their teams will achieve a level of

mediocrity at best.

Desired Behaviors:Desired Behaviors:

▢ Is empowered by winning and achieving hard goals

▢ Is fully committed and dedicated to winning

▢ Thinks that all opponents are beatable

▢ Is dissatisfied with their performance

▢ Has a bold need to accomplish significant athletic goals

Behaviors to Avoid:Behaviors to Avoid:

▢ Sometimes is indifferent to winning or losing

▢ Is inconsistent about their dedication to winning

▢ Thinks that some opponents wants to win more than they do

▢ Is satisfied with their performance

▢ Has a modest need to accomplish significant athletic goals

Your Result:Your Result:

88

Extraordinary athletes who score in this range set high personal goals, champion excellence

at all levels of the team and work hard. They possess a strong internal drive to succeed,

balance success for the long haul and seek to make a valuable difference for their team and

community. Your score suggests that you may share some of these same attributes.

Seasoned athletes admonish themselves to note the signals of excessive behavior in this

area such as a conquering spirit, being self-absorbed and arrogant.

Your Reflections:Your Reflections:

Recommendations:Recommendations:

Critique your level of competitive drive. Are you achieving the highest levels of performance?

Would your coaches and other athletes describe you as a person who never quits? Search

for any truths you need to consider and take corrective action to increase your effectiveness.
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Team FocusTeam Focus

Team FocusTeam Focus – Extraordinary athletes understand that before they can lead others effectively, they must first know

themselves and lead themselves. Finding ways to equip people to perform as teams is an art. Great athletes go beyond

phenomenal personal performance. They lead and rally their teams to historic achievements. To them, effectiveness is

being a team player, building trust and practicing attentiveness (investing time, patience and interest in others). Highly

effective athletes build and sustain relationships and empower others to lead. Review and use your findings to seek new

ways of improving your athletic leadership influence and standards.

Team FocusTeam Focus

AttributeAttribute Quadrant AQuadrant A Quadrant BQuadrant B Quadrant CQuadrant C Quadrant DQuadrant D

Team PlayerTeam Player

Builds TrustBuilds Trust

LoyalLoyal

Builds RelationshipsBuilds Relationships

DependableDependable
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Team FocusTeam Focus

Attribute: Team Player (PlayRight)Attribute: Team Player (PlayRight)

What is it?What is it?
Enjoys working with coaches and teammates, values the productivity of teams and develops

strong team relationships.

Why is it important?Why is it important?

Influencing team culture is changing from an authoritarian style to an inclusive collaborative

leadership style. Coaches and athletes want to feel included, needed, valued, and

appreciated. Engaging others in decision making is more likely to lead to superior

performance with people at all levels.

Desired Behaviors:Desired Behaviors:

▢ Likes the camaraderie and productivity of teams

▢ Has highly developed team building skills that wins trust and cooperation

▢ Knows how to relate to difficult people

▢ Cultivates relationships with coaches and peers across their relationships

▢ Establishes personal and athletic networks

Behaviors to Avoid:Behaviors to Avoid:

▢ Prefers accomplishing their athletic skills independently

▢ Builds working relationships with other athletes they like

▢ Is annoyed by difficult people

▢ Infrequently develops relationships with other athletes and people different from them

▢ Seldom establishes personal and athletic friendships outside of their sport

Your Result:Your Result:

77

Many capable athletes score in this range. They are easy to work with, enjoy being part of

different teams, and others see them as strong team players. Other athletes and coaches

say these athletes often do their best work as part of a team, are helpful and supportive of

their team members, and encourage strong teamwork.

Your Reflections:Your Reflections:

Recommendations:Recommendations:

Use the findings of this attribute and others in Working With Others to assess your

perspective of leading with a team view. Examine the tension between meeting the demands

of your job quickly or involving others, which may be slower in the short term. Search for any

truths about yourself that you need to consider and make note behaviors you need to

increase.
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Team FocusTeam Focus

Attribute: Builds Trust (PlayRight)Attribute: Builds Trust (PlayRight)

What is it?What is it?
Earns the trust of coaches and athletes, treats people impartially, demonstrates consistency

between words and actions and evaluates others' perception of their integrity.

Why is it important?Why is it important?

Trust is the greatest asset an athlete-leader can have. It is the lifeblood of the athlete-

leader’s reputation and effectiveness. Exceptional athletes always tell the truth and expect to

hear the truth. Because they will only participate in the truth, coaches and other athletes and

non-athletes trust them.

Desired Behaviors:Desired Behaviors:

▢ Lives up to commitments, accepts responsibility for mistakes and gives honest answers

▢ Honors people of all cultures and protects confidential information

▢ Stands up for what is right and for people being mistreated

▢ Considers ethical issues as part of making decisions

▢ Earns the trust of others and evaluates their conduct and standards

Behaviors to Avoid:Behaviors to Avoid:

▢ If a situation does not require risk, may live up to commitments and may accept

responsibility for mistakes

▢ Selectively respects people of different cultures and will usually protect confidential

information

▢ Struggles with courage in standing up for what is right and for people being mistreated

▢ Lacks attentiveness to raising ethical issues as part of making decisions

▢ Underestimates the value of earning the trusts of other athletes and evaluating their

conduct and standards

Your Result:Your Result:

55

Athletes with this score try to model ethical behavior by keeping promises and commitments.

They show respect and honor to most groups of people. Athletes with this score said they

had difficulty pointing out unethical behavior or standing up for what was right when people

were mistreated.

Your Reflections:Your Reflections:

Recommendations:Recommendations:

Examine relationships in your life that have high trust and those that have low trust. What are

the differences between the two sets of relationships? Search for any truths you need to

consider. Change any harmful behaviors you may display.
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Team FocusTeam Focus

Attribute: Loyal (PlayRight)Attribute: Loyal (PlayRight)

What is it?What is it?

Defines powerful athletes by their courage to speak their mind, get on board after voicing

concerns and disagreements and give unwavering support to coaches and other athletes on

the team.

Why is it important?Why is it important?

Loyalty is important because athletes cannot always have exactly what they want. Being part

of a team or an organization sometimes requires compromise. Loyalty does not waiver; it is a

long-term commitment to something bigger than self.

Desired Behaviors:Desired Behaviors:

▢ Takes risks and speaks up to hard questions and issues

▢ Consistently supports coaches' and team decisions publicly and behind the scenes

▢ Is courageous in raising objections in spite of disagreements

▢ Remains content and committed when decisions go wrong or other athletes criticize

coaches

▢ Never hangs onto offenses and fully gets on board with decisions

Behaviors to Avoid:Behaviors to Avoid:

▢ Conforms to others and plays it safe in, tense situations

▢ Voices public support for decisions, but can be critical behind the scenes

▢ Is cautious in raising objections when there are disagreements

▢ Becomes discontent when decisions go wrong or other athletes criticize coaches

▢ Sometimes hangs onto offenses and fails to fully get on board with decisions

Your Result:Your Result:

55

Athletes who score in this range convey they have sometimes adjusted their level of support

for an idea based upon their agreement with it. Other athletes confided they occasionally

give polite, safe answers out of fear when fully honest feedback is expected. Additionally,

they revealed they continued to criticize ideas after the team resolved them. When prolonged

criticism and opposition occurred, they admitted their support waned. You may share some

of these behaviors.

Your Reflections:Your Reflections:

Recommendations:Recommendations:

Review some situations where you knew you should have spoken up; or where you

disengaged or undermined a team decision that had been made; where you changed your

support or loyalty when things did not go as planned. Search for any truths you need to

consider. Change any disloyal behaviors you may display.
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Team FocusTeam Focus

Attribute: Builds Relationships (PlayRight)Attribute: Builds Relationships (PlayRight)

What is it?What is it?
Understands the necessity for strong interpersonal skills and translates value and respect to

coaches and other athletes.

Why is it important?Why is it important?

Humans have a primary need for social connectivity. As a result of this need, athletes initiate

and build relationships for friendship, team effectiveness, community involvement, and

networking. Without strong trust-based interpersonal relationships, athlete-leaders are inept

and incapable of influencing others.

Desired Behaviors:Desired Behaviors:

▢ Accepts others as they are and finds things to appreciate in all people

▢ Freely moves, greets and converses with people at ease in any situation

▢ Is warm, friendly, likable and gets to know others quickly

▢ Develops strong, ongoing working relationships by confronting and solving issues and

problems

▢ Understands and translates value and respect to all people

Behaviors to Avoid:Behaviors to Avoid:

▢ Finds it difficult to accept others as they are and to find things to appreciate in all people

▢ Feels uncomfortable to move, greet and converse with people at various events and

situations

▢ Is awkward, distant and guarded until people get to know them

▢ Struggles with developing strong, ongoing working relationships with coaches and other

athletes after there has been tension or criticism

▢ Inconsistently understands and translates value and respect to all people

Your Result:Your Result:

44

Many athletes score in this range. They are good at building friendships, but usually, make

friends with people they already know. Your score tells us that you are probably warm and

friendly, but you may step back if there is conflict or disagreement. Other athletes with this

score develop a rapport with people but may be shy in building new relationships.

Your Reflections:Your Reflections:

Recommendations:Recommendations:

Examine your comfort in social relationships. Ask a few trusted friends to give you feedback

on how you come across in a variety of social settings. Observe and record what more

socially effective leaders do. Search for any truths about yourself that you need to consider.

Make note of the behaviors you need to strengthen to improve your relationships.
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Team FocusTeam Focus

Attribute: Dependable (PlayRight)Attribute: Dependable (PlayRight)

What is it?What is it?

Athletes who possess dependability can be counted on to be prepared for and attend

scheduled practices and team meetings. They are perceived to be responsible and think

things through.

Why is it important?Why is it important?

Athletes earn trust from others by being true to their word and can be counted on because

they are reliable and responsible. Athletes who are unpredictable, unprepared and

inconsistent cause those around them to doubt and resent them. Athletes who are

dependable inspire a strong team culture.

Desired Behaviors:Desired Behaviors:

▢ Is consistent and reliable

▢ Fulfills their responsibilities regardless of other demands

▢ Is on time and prepared for all expected meetings

▢ Follows through on assignments, tasks, and projects

▢ Carefully thinks through ideas and issues

Behaviors to Avoid:Behaviors to Avoid:

▢ Is perceived as unpredictable and unreliable

▢ Lets other demands interrupt the fulfillment of their responsibilities

▢ Is inconsistent in attending and preparation for expected meetings

▢ Misses expectations and follows through on assignments, tasks and projects

▢ Thinks too quickly through ideas and issues

Your Result:Your Result:

77

Effective athletes often score in this range. They commit to being on time for practices and

meetings. Your score tells us that other athletes and coaches can count on you to show up

fully prepared to work hard in practices and games.

Your Reflections:Your Reflections:

Recommendations:Recommendations:

Pay attention to others who are great examples of dependability. Think back on your

consistency in comparison to their performance. Search for any truths you need to consider.

Write down the behaviors you need to strengthen to increase your dependability.
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ComposureComposure

ComposureComposure – A much-overlooked factor in athletic performance on and off the field is the combination of attributes critical

in the thinking processes used by athletes. Exceptional athletes develop a compelling combination of intelligent

reasoning and analytical thinking. They are intentional in thinking how they think and continuously sharpen their skills.

They are also mindful that accepting and forgiving others along with remaining composed during tense situations are

traits others respect. Consider ways to strengthen your skills in this quadrant.

ComposureComposure

AttributeAttribute Quadrant AQuadrant A Quadrant BQuadrant B Quadrant CQuadrant C Quadrant DQuadrant D

ReasoningReasoning

Analytical ThinkingAnalytical Thinking

AggressionAggression

ResilientResilient

TensionTension
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ComposureComposure

Attribute: Reasoning (PlayRight) - Top StrengthAttribute: Reasoning (PlayRight) - Top Strength

What is it?What is it? Measures intelligent reasoning and ability to grasp abstract concepts and ideas quickly.

Why is it important?Why is it important?

Accurate, effective, and timely decisions are the results of what is called comprehensive

critical thinking. Due to the speed of change, the growing amount of information, and the

increasing complexity of issues, this attribute is very important for effective long-term

problem solving and decision making.

Desired Behaviors:Desired Behaviors:

▢ Understands abstract concepts quickly

▢ Includes facts, emotions, and intuition into their decision making

▢ Discovers flaws in their own reasoning and the reasoning of others

▢ Comes up with multiple scenarios and assesses each for the probable consequences

▢ Slows down decision making when emotions are heightened

Behaviors to Avoid:Behaviors to Avoid:

▢ Focuses on one particular fact, idea, or solution

▢ Ignores emotions and intuition as a critical source of information

▢ Ignores or misses flaws in their own reasoning or the reasoning of others

▢ Dismisses information that does not seem to fit their desired solution

▢ Develops short term solutions to long term challenges, often just ‘fixing’ a symptom

Your Result:Your Result:

77

Competent athletes who score in this range think through several ways they can react to

intense situations. They think about the effects of their emotions on others and choose to

control their feelings. You seem to understand how other people’s opinions and the chance

to explain reactions affect you.

Your Reflections:Your Reflections:

Recommendations:Recommendations:

Think about how you typically go about solving problems and making decisions (especially

when under pressure). Search for any truths about yourself that would help you think more

clearly. Pay attention to the behaviors you need to strengthen to increase your ability to use

complete critical thinking to achieve the most effective outcomes.
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ComposureComposure

Attribute: Analytical Thinking (PlayRight)Attribute: Analytical Thinking (PlayRight)

What is it?What is it?
Measures how leaders process and express emotions and decisions logically, methodically,

systematically and reflectively.

Why is it important?Why is it important?

Under all situations athletes need to process information thoughtfully, reflectively, and

logically. This analysis includes processing and understanding their own emotions and the

emotions of others. Emotions are a valid source of information. Low Rationality is the

“trigger” that releases actions and reactions before being filtered.

Desired Behaviors:Desired Behaviors:

▢ Checks the logic of their thinking and reactions

▢ Tests their ideas and viewpoints for consistency

▢ Perceives if the full range of options and actions have been considered

▢ Evaluates if their ideas and viewpoints are believable

▢ Carefully measures their emotions and reactions before expressing them

Behaviors to Avoid:Behaviors to Avoid:

▢ Is inconsistent in checking the logic of their thinking and reactions

▢ Forgets to test their ideas and viewpoints for consistency

▢ Usually considers one option or viewpoint rather than several

▢ Is inattentive to making sure their ideas or viewpoints are believable

▢ Overlooks evaluating their emotions or reactions before expressing them

Your Result:Your Result:

77

Many capable athletes share your score. They can be counted on to think through the range

of their emotions to pick the best reaction for the situation. They successfully fight through

the urge to make snap decisions. They do this by predicting the consequences of hasty,

impulsive, or careless choices. Your score tells us that others see you as wisely taking time

to think about the available options before reacting.

Your Reflections:Your Reflections:

Recommendations:Recommendations:

Evaluate some recent reactions and decisions that you wish you could take back. Discern

mental steps and actions that if made, would have produced different results. Ensure,

especially under pressure, that you keep your end goals in mind. Consider multiple options

for achieving them, evaluate your options carefully, take a well-considered path to complete

them, and then assess the consequences of your actions.
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ComposureComposure

Attribute: Aggression (PlayRight)Attribute: Aggression (PlayRight)

What is it?What is it?
Measures the propensity for verbal or physical violence or threatened violence to coaches or

other athletes.

Why is it important?Why is it important?

Games have been senselessly lost and near championship seasons destroyed by foolish

and reckless penalties committed by athletes who displayed explosive aggression. Locker

room brawls destroy the chemistry of teams. Newspaper headlines scream of physical and

verbal abuse by athletes on their loved ones. Learning to manage and control the inner

anger and aggression are some of the biggest lessons athletes must master.

Desired Behaviors:Desired Behaviors:

▢ Channels destructive thoughts into constructive discussions and gratitude for athletes and

coaches

▢ Chooses to be silent instead of verbally assaulting others

▢ Quickly releases destructive imaginations of what others might be thinking

▢ Decides in advance that the option of physical violence is not an alternative

▢ Anticipates and mentally prepares to act responsibly in the face of anger and

unsportsmanlike conduct

Behaviors to Avoid:Behaviors to Avoid:

▢ Sometimes thinks about physically threatening coaches, other athletes or family members

▢ Verbally abuses others when they feel mistreated or criticized

▢ Frets and imagines what others think

▢ Believes that physical violence is acceptable

▢ Mentally and physically overreacts when they become angry

Your Result:Your Result:

77

Athletes who score in this range often fret and imagine what other athletes and coaches

think. They can sometimes think about physically threatening coaches, other athletes or

family members. Others report that when stress and anger get to them that they can mentally

and physically overreact. It is not uncommon for some of these athletes to verbally retaliate

when they feel mistreated or criticized. Your score indicates that you may display some of

these traits.

Your Reflections:Your Reflections:

Recommendations:Recommendations:

Compare an experience where you successfully managed your reactions in the heat of

competition and one where you did not. Upon review of your findings and especially noting

the desired behaviors and behaviors to avoid, what are some specific actions you can think

through and take to create a personal discipline of managing aggression?
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ComposureComposure

Attribute: Resilient (PlayRight)Attribute: Resilient (PlayRight)

What is it?What is it?
Highly effective in displaying physical and mental toughness and managing self-control

through pressure, stress and difficult situations.

Why is it important?Why is it important?

Competing and staying healthy is crucial to an athlete's serving others is demanding and

often full of discouragement. Leadership effectiveness requires inner strength when faced

with criticism and setbacks.

Desired Behaviors:Desired Behaviors:

▢ Accepts personal mistakes in stride

▢ Relies on their internal reserves to deal positively with stressful situations

▢ Remains calm and positive in high stress situation

▢ Stands firm and acts courageously in the midst of attacks or criticism

▢ Uses humor to deflect negative effects and turns down pressure

Behaviors to Avoid:Behaviors to Avoid:

▢ Dismisses or can become defensive when they receive criticism

▢ Reacts rather than relies on their internal reserves to deal positively with stressful

situations

▢ Becomes agitated and critical in high stress situation

▢ Resists and acts fearful in the midst of attacks or criticism

▢ Uses sarcasm or skepticism to deflect negative effects and turn away pressure

Your Result:Your Result:

55

Many athletes who score in this range can be distracted or sidetracked by setbacks and

discouragement. Their indecisiveness, worrying, and uncertainty about issues they cannot

control show the effects of this disappointment. Your score indicates that you share some of

the effects of being overwhelmed when you experience frustration or criticism.

Your Reflections:Your Reflections:

Recommendations:Recommendations:

Pay attention to athletes and coaches who are good at working under stressful situations and

ask them what strategies they use that help them to bounce back so quickly. Ensure you

keep your Values and Principles in focus under all circumstances - especially when stressed

or under pressure.
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ComposureComposure

Attribute: Tension (PlayRight)Attribute: Tension (PlayRight)

What is it?What is it? Measures an athlete’s tendency to tense, irritable or emotionally reactive.

Why is it important?Why is it important?

Competing is filled with hopeful, turbulent, and uncertain twists and turns. Staying composed

and focused is often the difference between succeeding or losing. Tension shows the highly

effective athlete's tendency for being relaxed, composed, and careful in holding back quick

hasty reactions. Without healthy self-control, athletes earn a reputation for being unreliable

which takes away the respect from others.

Desired Behaviors:Desired Behaviors:

▢ Is relaxed under stressful situations

▢ Interacts freely with people they do not know or under awkward situations

▢ Shows patience with others even when they are rude or inconsiderate

▢ Controls negative thoughts to maintain good relationships

▢ Can be firm and direct when situations demand a stand

Behaviors to Avoid:Behaviors to Avoid:

▢ Is nervous and tense

▢ Is perceived by others as contentious and resentful

▢ Gives impressions of being pessimistic and contrary

▢ Displays frustration quickly

▢ Has a reputation for being emotionally reactive

Your Result:Your Result:

55

Many competent athletes who score in this range easily interact with people they do not

know. They are capable of handling awkward situations. They can be firm, honest, and

straightforward when circumstances call for them to take a stand. Your score tells us that you

share some of these traits when situations are tense and stressful.

Your Reflections:Your Reflections:

Recommendations:Recommendations:

Assess a recent situation where you know you reacted too harshly or negatively. Set aside

your defensiveness and objectively look into where your attitude, level of worry or tension

may have put unnecessary influence on your frame of mind. Ask others how they would have

handled a similar situation. Search for any truths you need to consider. Learn to pay

attention to the influence your tension behaviors can have on your reactions.
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CandidnessCandidness

CandidnessCandidness is possessing a healthy and accurate view of oneself. Extraordinary athletes are as susceptible in wanting to

be accomplished as their peers are, but stay true to who they are rather than project a false or desired image. They avoid

the opposite extreme of being hyper critical of themselves which can lead to negative or self-defeating attitudes and

behaviors.

CandidnessCandidness

AttributeAttribute Quadrant AQuadrant A Quadrant BQuadrant B Quadrant CQuadrant C Quadrant DQuadrant D

CandidnessCandidness
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CandidnessCandidness

Attribute: Candidness (PlayRight)Attribute: Candidness (PlayRight)

What is it?What is it?
Discerns the tendency with athletes to deliberately manipulate their answers for a positive

effect.

Why is it important?Why is it important?

Candidness is possessing a healthy and accurate view of oneself. Exceptional athletes are

as susceptible in wanting to be accomplished as their peers are, but stay true to who they

are rather than project a false or desired image. They avoid the opposite extreme of being

hypercritical of themselves which can lead to negative or defeated attitudes and behaviors.

Desired Behaviors:Desired Behaviors:

▢ Realistic about what they can achieve

▢ Remains calm in the face of criticism and chaos

▢ Genuinely treats others with respect and dignity

▢ Is modest and humble about their accomplishments

▢ Makes things happen

Behaviors to Avoid:Behaviors to Avoid:

▢ Tends to be impracticable about what they can achieve

▢ False sense of composure under stress

▢ Can disregard what others are feeling

▢ Demeaning and boastful about their achievements

▢ Talks about making a difference or believes they are incapable

Your Result:Your Result:

66

Capable athletes score in this range. They stay calm under criticism and are realistic about

what they can achieve. Other athletes are modest and humble about their accomplishments.

Your score means that you share some of these behaviors and honestly treat others with

respect and dignity.

Your Reflections:Your Reflections:

Recommendations:Recommendations:

Take a moment to study your findings and the behaviors associated with Candidness. Now

consider the attributes and behaviors of your Self-Leadership Competency. Compare the

insights and findings in these attributes and honestly evaluate your sense of being realistic or

fully candid. Search for any truths you need to consider. Take note of specific behaviors you

can strengthen.
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Workout PlanWorkout Plan

1. What kind of athlete and person am I striving to be?1. What kind of athlete and person am I striving to be?

2. After reviewing my profile, what changes would I like to see one year from now if I2. After reviewing my profile, what changes would I like to see one year from now if I
dedicate myself to these efforts:dedicate myself to these efforts:

3. What is the top improvement I want to accomplish this year to increase my athletic3. What is the top improvement I want to accomplish this year to increase my athletic
performance?performance?

4. What are the things that could prevent me from reaching the results I want?4. What are the things that could prevent me from reaching the results I want?

5. On a scale of 1 – 10 (1 = I am curious about this process; 10 = I will not let anything5. On a scale of 1 – 10 (1 = I am curious about this process; 10 = I will not let anything
stop me from achieving these goals), what is my number?stop me from achieving these goals), what is my number?
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